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ABSTRACT

Network Operations Scheduling provides the scheduling management for allocating the
NASA Deep Space Network resources to support flight projects and other authorized
users. As a part of Network Control Center Operations, it is the task of Network
Operations Scheduling to forecast, detect conflicts, support conflict resolution and
schedule the allocation of the network.

The products of scheduling provide management and users of the network with
information that will give them visibility concerning network loading, mission support and
facility utilization. Subsequent management decisions based on this information concern
advanced Fiscal budgeting and station shift staffing. The structure of the scheduling system
provides an orderly advancement of general user requirements during the early stages of
planning to an expanded detailed set of requirements at the final stage of planning.

INTRODUCTION

The Deep Space Network (DSN) Operations Scheduling, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
Pasadena, California, was created to schedule the worldwide global allocation of ground
communications, tracking facilities and equipment to provide deep space
Telecommunications for Command, Tracking, Telemetry and Control in support of flight
mission operations and tests. This resource allocation service simultaneously supports
several missions in varying stages while also supporting scientific and engineering research
and development activities, routine maintenance, major repairs, modifications and
installation of newly developed hardware systems and subsystems (1). Since the inception
of the DSN in 1958 to date, 11 Deep Space Stations (DSS) were built which supported
57 missions (2). Presently, 6 Deep Space Stations are being scheduled to support
11 missions, advanced systems research and development, and radio astronomy activities
that involve other global radio telescopes which are independent of the DSN or NASA.



The primary objectives of the Deep Space Network Operations Scheduling are to:

1. Provide conflict-free resource allocation of the network for the users.
2. Maximize productivity of the network.
3. Provide advance work load forecasts and station shift staffing recommendations.

In order to effectively accomplish these objectives, a scheduling model which can
accommodate changes of the network capabilities and numbers of users while maximizing
the stability of the scheduling method is required. A stabilized scheduling method results in
reduced errors and personnel effort while maintaining the flexibility to continue a
scheduling function in a dynamic environment caused by the continual state of the art
upgrading of the network and variation in the mix of users. The selected model can be
described in set theory terminology with the universe defined as time and the principle sets
within the universe being earth and space. Within these two sets are elements which are
defined by functional capabilities and sub-elements which are defined as specific subsets
of the functional capabilities. The intersection of these two sets occurs when network
resources are allocated for operations. This basic hierarchy forms the fundamental
structure which determines the allocation of network resources for the users and the
detection of resource utilization conflicts.

Elements of the earth set are:

1. Deep Space Stations (DSS) which provide the telecommunications link between
the earth and spacecraft

2. NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) which provides the
telecommunication link between the DSS and JPL

3. Network Data Processing Area (NDPA) which processes operational monitoring
data of the DSS at JPL

4. Network Operations Control Area (NOCA) which provides operational direction
to the DSS

5. Mission Control and Computing (MCC) systems which processes spacecraft
data

6. Mission Support Areas (MSA) which provides flight control of the spacecraft

The scheduling allocation of the DSS element capabilities (3) involves selecting particular
antenna sizes based on telecommunications requirements, proper geographic longitudes



based on time requirements and correct subsystem configurations based on user service
requirements. The allocation of the DSS configuration capabilities involves specific
information relating to Radio Frequency Band, systems, subsystems and ancillary
equipment. The present DSS scheduling configuration allocation potential is 1 x 106 per
scheduled event per station for Command, Tracking, Telemetry and Control functions.

The scheduling allocation of the ground communications element capabilities entails use of
the NASCOM, which consists of approximately 125 terminal stations linked by about
2 million circuit miles of voice, low-speed data, high-speed data and wideband
communications circuits (4). Continuous network communication service during a
scheduled support period is assured by coordinating planned circuit rerouting through
DOMSAT, COMSAT and other national and international communication carriers.

The remaining elements of the earth set are located at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory where
computers process network and spacecraft data for the NOCA and MSA’s respectively.
Space flight projects located outside of JPL, such as the European Helios project in
Germany and the United States Pioneer project at Moffett Field, California, have Remote
Mission Operations Centers (RMOC) which process their own spacecraft data instead of
using the MCC systems located at JPL.

Elements of the space set are:

1. Mission priorities and requirements which determine the spacecraft queue for
allocating network resources

2. Spacecraft locations which determine the time period and duration limits each
DSS can possibly support

3. Spacecraft operating configurations which determine the configurations of the
DSS, NASCOM and MCC support

A number of constraints are caused by variations in the operating characteristics and
availability of the earth and space set elements such as marginal tolerances, partial failures
or inclement weather conditions. The final allocation process of the network resources to
support users are determined by the timing of these constraints.

OPERATIONS SCHEDULING

The scheduling model as described in the introduction defines time as the common factor
for all elements to be scheduled and determines the following time distributive
organization for operations scheduling (Figure 1).



1. Long-Range Scheduling 3 years

2. Mid-Range Scheduling 8 weeks

3. Short-Range Scheduling 2 weeks

This method of organization as opposed to one which is element distributive, has the
advantage of reduced manpower by assigning common functional support responsibilities
(i.e., data entries, report generation and schedule productions) for cross support of the
three ranges of scheduling. An additional advantage is that the entire staffing is required to
have a general knowledge of the same scheduling model thus providing the flexibility,
without having redundant manpower, to meet urgent staffing replacements due to
unexpected attrition or absences. The principle products produced by this organization are
five levels of scheduling, each covering a defined period of time. Each preceding level
places constraints on the succeeding level, and each successive level provides increased
detail and accuracy over its predecessor (Figure 2). The first level is the Long-Range
Forecast Schedule, second level is the Mid-Range 8-Week Operations Schedule, third and
fourth levels are the Short-Range 7-Day Operations Forecast and the 7-Day Operations
Schedule and the fifth level is an historical archival record of actual network utilization.
The organizational staffing assignment is commensurate to the degree of detail required for
each succeeding level of scheduling.

The linear flow of scheduling information from Long-Range to Short-Range does not
preclude new or modified requirements from entering directly into a specific level of
scheduling. This additional entry method into a scheduled period, which is already
developed, can cause immediate resource utilization conflicts, therefore each level of
scheduling is required to detect and resolve conflicts.

Long-Range Scheduling publishes a 3-year gross forecast of network loading including a
1-year history of actual allocation, on a quarterly cycle. The length of the forecasted period
is determined by the number of future years for which a budget is constructed at the
program level; network loading forecasts beyond budgeted years are accomplished at the
program planning level.

User requirements are inputted to Long-Range Scheduling by Network Operations
Planning (5) and various engineering organizations which support the maintenance and
modification of the network. These requirements are summed and compared against
network capabilities to show a loading in numerical and bar chart forms. The numerical
portion of the forecast contains the number of hours in equivalent tracking pass periods
each user requires by specific antenna size at each of the three tracking complex longitudes
in four-week increments. A tracking pass period equals 12 hours of DSS time and includes



pre-track and post-track activity time. The four-week increment provides adequate
granularity for loading assessment even though an uncertainty exists in the requirements
remaining constant by the next iteration of the forecast. This data along with other
parameters such as project milestones, Fiscal Year, Calendar Year and Months are
included on a two-dimensional paper within a matrix designed to contain all ten
dimensions (Figure 3). The numerical sum of the tracking periods required for each
antenna over the forecasted period, labeled as Total Passes Required, are translated into a
barline chart for a “quick-look” display of network requirements versus network capability
(Figure 4). The network capability is the station staffing hours minus time for station
maintenance and engineering activities. This forecasted data provides management with
the necessary visibility of network loading for decisions concerning advance Fiscal
budgeting, station shift staffing and station allocation negotiating among network users. In
addition, Long-Range Scheduling provides special forecast studies to assist management
program decisions for determining optimal approaches to major contingency changes in
future network requirements and capabilities.

Mid-Range Scheduling publishes an 8-Week Operations Schedule every four weeks and is
a data refinement and expansion of details for a pair of four-week scheduling increments
covered by the long-range forecast. The length of the mid-range period is determined by
the ability of the combined users to plan ahead detailed support requirements down to the
hour and minute of each day for the period covered.

Detailed user requirements are inputted to Mid-Range Scheduling by the same method for
Long-Range Scheduling. These requirements are combined into a time ordered columnar
structure containing information of the DSS being scheduled, the user of the scheduled
DSS, activity description, the pass number identification, pre and post-track activity times,
Acquisition Of Signal (ADS) and Loss Of Signal (LOS) times defining the tracking period,
the DSS equipment configuration, NASA work category code for reporting productivity
and the DSN configuration for NASCOM support requirements (Figure 5). An additional
format is included in the mid-range schedule to provide users with a quick-look reference
and is an abbreviated summary of the columnar structure in matrix form (Figure 6).

Although Mid-Range Scheduling produces an 8-Week Schedule at specific intervals,
support requests are continually received and inputted to the computerized data base which
normally extends 13 weeks into the future. The data base is scanned every two weeks for
conflicts and is printed in the 8-Week format with an additional field which identifies
conflicts in station and configuration utilization. A meeting of all users is then convened to
resolve the identified conflicts and subsequent conflicts which may arise during the
resolving process. Conflicts which are not resolved in time for the next level of scheduling
are escalated to higher management. Mission priorities usually aid the conflict resolution
process and escalation of problems seldom occur.



Short-Range Scheduling publishes a 7-Day Operations Forecast and a 7-Day Operations
Schedule every week. The length of both scheduled periods are Monday through Sunday,
Greenwich Mean Time. New requirements are inputted to Short Range Scheduling as they
are for Long-Range Scheduling. The 7-Day Operations Forecast is provided to permit
users and/or facilities to submit their latest inputs in preparation of the next issue of the
7-Day Operations Schedule which is the final version of scheduled activities for the
network. The resolution and formats of both schedules are the same as the 8-Week
Schedule from which they are evolved.

The 7-Day Operations Schedule is the only schedule which contains the NASCOM circuit
support requirements and time shared maintenance activities making it the highest degree
of detailed quantitative information. This schedule is used by Network Operations Control
(6) for directing station activities of the network, by the real-time staffing of Network
Performance Analysis (7) for monitoring data quality, by the users of the network and by
all earth elements described in the introduction.

Real-time changes to the 7-Day Schedule made by Network Operations Control during the
week are documented for providing historical data of actual utilization of DSN resources.
This information is fed back to Long-Range Scheduling for the history portion of the
Forecast and is reported to NASA Headquarters and DSN Management for monitoring
network utilization. Relative operational costs to support specific users can be
differentiated from the utilization reports as network time is analogous to person hours and
energy consumption which are associated to dollars.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE

A major modification of the network is in progress to enhance telecommunication signal
levels and to accommodate the tracking of High Earth Orbiter (HEO) missions which are
being transferred from Goddard Space Flight Center responsibility to JPL. This presents a
considerable scheduling challenge as the changes in the network will increase the number
of switchable items by a factor of three and the number of antennas by a factor of two. In
addition to the increased complexity of the network are the HEO missions whose near
earth orbits are unpredictably affected by atmospheric drag and limits the accurate
forecasting of spacecraft location to less than four weeks. This limit will reduce the
amount of time for Mid-Range Scheduling and will compound the problem of allocating
shared resources in a timely manner.

External consultant services have been used to prepare an evolutionary development plan
for the present scheduling system to meet the complexity of the future scheduling
problems. In addition, Operations Research efforts have been initiated in support of a fully 



automated scheduling allocation method (8) with optimization schemes for maximizing
network productivity (9).
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FIGURE 1.  NASA DEEP SPACE NETWORK OPERATIONS SCHEDULING



FIGURE 2.  RELATIONSHIPS OF SCHEDULING LEVELS



FIGURE 3.  DSN FORECAST GOLDSTONE



FIGURE 3.  DSN FORECAST GOLDSTONE (CONTD)



FIGURE 4.  NETWORK REQUIREMENTS LESS NETWORK CAPABILITY



FIGURE 4.  NETWORK REQUIREMENTS LESS NETWORK CAPABILITY (CONTD)



FIGURE 5.  DSN 8-WEEK OPERATIONS SCHEDULE FOR ALL STATIONS



 FIGURE 6.  DSS UTILIZATION PLAN


